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It is shown that the kinetics of decomposition of an alloy with a strong concentration dependence of the

mutual diffusion coefficient is qualitatively different from the widely known kinetics of spinodal decomposition,

since it includes the formation of metastable (in the kinetic sense) precipitates of the intermediate composition.

Concentration dependence of the mutual diffusion coefficient is particularly due to the difference in impurity

diffusion coefficients, as well as component self-diffusion coefficients, and it increases as temperature decreases.

The calculations use an expression for the flow of component atoms in the absence of the substance flow, obtained

previously under the kinetic theory of vacancy diffusion (
”
hole gas method“).
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1. Introduction

Spinodal decomposition (SD) in the phase transformation

theory is the formation of concentration dissimilarities

and subsequent lamination into phases due to chemical

interaction of atoms in an initially homogeneous alloy [1,2].
The conventional SD kinetics includes the following stages:

the wave stage (increase of long-wave composition fluctua-

tions), coalescence of waves and evaporation-condensation

of drops. The wave stage of decomposition was described

for the first time in Cahn’s papers [3,4]. The wave coales-

cence stage was studied, for instance, in papers [5,6]. Large
precipitates at the evaporation-condensation stage grow due

to the small ones, compliant with the Livshits−Slezov

kinetics [7]. The alloy crystalline lattice during SD remains

unchanged or rearranges at later stages.

Most papers pay special attention to the influence of

thermodynamic factors (kind of the function of free-

energy density, including the non-paired interatomic inter-

actions or the possibility of ordering, long-range action,

presence of gradient contributions in the functional of

free energy, role of thermal fluctuations, cooling rate

etc.) on the SD kinetics, while the diffusion coefficient

is replaced by a constant for simplicity. In this case

the characteristic diffusion length L = (D∗t)1/2 does not

depend on coordinates, therefore a local thermodynamic

equilibrium is quickly achieved at the boundary of the

precipitate, and concentration in the volume of the gro-

wing precipitate approaches the equilibrium value. Ho-

wever, a change in the transformation kinematics should

be anticipated if diffusion coefficients in the base and

in the region of the forming precipitate differ signifi-

cantly, since the precipitate in this case may grow in

conditions without an attained local equilibrium on its

boundary.

It is known from the diffusion theory [1] that the rate

of atom redistribution in a binary alloy is controlled by

the mutual diffusion coefficient D = D∗

AcA + D∗

B cB , where

D∗

A(B) are own (partial) diffusion coefficients, cA(B) is the

atomic concentration of components. Thereat, own diffusion

coefficients are often considered to be close to diffusion

coefficients of labelled atoms DA(B), which in general is

not quite reasonable. Indeed, in the absence of substance

flow (vacancy flow), it follows from the diffusion theory

that D = D∗

A = D∗

B [1]. This condition can be physically

assured by prohibiting the substance flow, e.g., by placing

the alloy in a vessel with fixed walls. Since diffusion coef-

ficients of labelled atoms DA(B) are unchanged microscopic

parameters, it follows that DA(B) 6= D∗

A(B). That’s why the

expression D ≈ DAcA + DB cB can hold true only when

substance flow is permitted (the Kirkendall effect [8]). In

its turn, substance flows means the presence of sources and

drains of nonequilibrium vacancies in the diffusion zone,

which can be various lattice defects [9]. This situation is

most typical in case of diffusion mixing of well-mixable

metals brought into contact, and is less expected at the initial

stages of spinodal decomposition from the homogeneous

state.

Papers [10–12] within the framework of the kinetic

theory of vacancy diffusion (
”
hole gas method“ [13])

have obtained expressions for atom flows when vacancy

concentration gradients are present. In this approach, if

the vacancy flow is negligible (|JV | ≪ |JA(B)|), the vacancy

subsystem reaches local equilibrium that corresponds to

local concentrations of components, while the expres-

sion for the mutual diffusion coefficient is as follows:
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Values of impurity diffusion and self-diffusion coefficients for some binary alloys based on reference data [15]

Alloy AB T , K
DA(cA → 0), DB(cB → 0), DA(cA = 1), DB(cB = 1),

m2/s m2/s m2/s m2/s

FCC–FeCu 1200 5 · 10−14 2.5 · 10−17 1.2 · 10−17 5.5 · 10−14

FCC–AgCu 500 2.5 · 10−25 2.1 · 10−23 7.3 · 10−24 1.8 · 10−26

BCC–FeCr 750 3.4 · 10−28 8.7 · 10−22 2.9 · 10−22 2 · 10−32

D = DADB(1−9cAcB)/(DAcA + DB cB), and in the case

of an ideal solid solution 9 = 0. An essentially similar

expression was obtained in paper [14]. It can be seen that

the mutual diffusion coefficient in the limit cases of highly

diluted solid solutions takes on values D = DA(cA → 0)
or D = DB(cB → 0) respectively (hereinafter for brevity

DA(cA → 0) ≡ D0
A, DB(cB → 0) ≡ D0

B). Consequently,

regions evolve during SD where the mutual diffusion

coefficient (and, together with it, own diffusion coefficients

D∗

A, D∗

B) varies from values close to D0
A (impurity diffusion

coefficient A in base B) to values close to D0
B (impurity

diffusion coefficient B in base A).
The table gives values of impurity diffusion coeffi-

cients D0
A, D0

B , as well as self-diffusion coefficients D1
A, D1

B
for several alloys that undergo SD, based on the reference

data [15]. It can be seen that the values of D0
A, D0

B , at the

chosen temperatures differ by several orders. Thereat, the

impurity diffusion coefficient in the base usually has a value

of the same order as the self-diffusion coefficient for the

base atoms. Since temperature dependencies of diffusion

coefficients obey the Arrhenius law, the DA/DB ratio shall

change exponentially as temperature decreases. SD is

implemented in all the chosen cases without crystalline

lattice rearrangement. Possible lattice rearrangement in

other alloys during SD provides additional possibilities for

the dependence of D on alloy’s local state in the course of

transformation.

The given data makes it possible to assume that precipi-

tates during SD may quite probably grow in conditions far

from a local equilibrium near the interphase boundary. Then

a simple model is suggested for studying the SD kinetics

with presence of a concentration dependence of the mutual

diffusion coefficient D, and the typical scenarios obtained by

numeric solving of the suggested equations are discussed.

2. Formulation of the model

According to [10,11,12], an expression for the atom flow

of the component A in a binary alloy with prohibited

substance flow (i.e. within the small vacancy flow,

|JV | ≪ |JA(B)|) can be written as

JA=−
DADB

DAcA + DBcB

[

(1−9cAcB)∇cA−R29cAcB∇1cA

]

,

(1)
where Di = cVωi — diffusion coefficients for labeled atoms,

cV — vacancy concentration, ωi — diffusion mobilities,

cA(B) — atomic concentrations of components linked by the

condition cA + cB = 1, 9 = −2ν/(kT ) — dimensionless

mixing energy, R — small parameter that determines the

interphase boundary width. Diffusion coefficients Di follow

the Arrhenius equation where activation energy linearly

depends on component concentration

Di = D0
0i exp

[

−
U0 + U1c i

kT

]

. (2)

Given the fact that impurity diffusion coefficients

Di(c i → 0) ≡ D0
i and self-diffusion coefficients

Di(c i = 1) ≡ D1
i are known from experiments, let us

rewrite (2) in the equivalent form

Di = D0
i [D

1
i /D0

i ]
c i . (3)

The evolution of the alloy is described by the continuity

equation
∂cA

∂t
= −∇JA. (4)

3. Spinodal decomposition scenarios

The system of equations (1)−(4) was solved numerically

on the 2D-region using a two-layer explicit finite-difference

scheme, with non-dimensional time τ = tD0
A/L2 and coor-

dinates x/L, y/L (L is the size of the computational region).
A homogeneous state with average concentration cA0, with

small Gaussian composition fluctuations, was chosen as the

initial state.
”
Mirror-symmetric“ boundary conditions were

used, meaning the absence of component flows through the

square region boundaries.

Figures 1−4 show the results of calculations with different

diffusion coefficients. Concentration levels for the compo-

nent A are marked with gray gradations (the black color

corresponds to cA = 0, white — to cA = 1). Noticeable

qualitative differences from the conventional SD kinetics

(Fig. 1) occur if the D0
A/D0

B ratio is 103 . . . 104 or more

(Figs. 2−4).
If the initial homogeneous state corresponds to high

values of D(cA), composition fluctuations increase homo-

geneously throughout the volume, and a microstructure

formed by irregularly shaped precipitates of the intermediate

composition appears by the end of the wave stage of

decomposition (Fig. 2). Further evolution reduces to

coarsening of microstructure and removal of excessive

impurity from the precipitate volume.
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t = 0.012 0.1000.022

Figure 1. Kinetics of spinodal decomposition with cA0 = 0.3, 9 = 6.5, D0
A = D1

A = D0
B = D1

B , R/L = 7 · 10−3 .

t 22= 0. 0.500.29

Figure 2. Kinetics of spinodal decomposition with cA0 = 0.3, 9 = 6.5, D0
A/D0

B = D1
B/D1

A = 104, D0
A/D1

B = 1, R/L = 7 · 10−3 .

t 5.4= 22.07.6

Figure 3. Kinetics of spinodal decomposition with cA0 = 0.7, the other parameters are identical to Fig. 2.

If the initial homogeneous state corresponds to low values

of D(cA), then a dispersed structure appears after a long

holding; it is formed by regularly shaped drops that have

a composition close to the equilibrium one and a slightly

smaller size, as compared to the structure forming in case of

D = const (Fig. 3). Thereat, the base is oversaturated with

the component A even after the formation of precipitates,

while the trend of autocatalysis of precipitates at the wave

stage (when the formed precipitate cause new precipitates to

appear in their own vicinity) is more noticeable than in the

case of D = const, where the wave stage develops relatively

uniformly across the volume. The drop evaporation-

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 1
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t 0.72= 5.002.10

Figure 4. Kinetics of spinodal decomposition with cA0 = 0.2, the other parameters are identical to Fig. 2.
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Figure 5. Function of distribution by concentrations of the component that forms precipitates at the parameters corresponding to Fig. 1

(curve 1), Fig. 2 (curve 2), Fig. 3 (curve 3) at the time moment corresponding to attainment of decomposition degree 0.3 (a), 0.5 (b).

condensation stage is suppressed because decomposition

development is accompanied with a decrease of diffusion

rate in the matrix.

When the average concentration decreases, precipitates

become more rare (compare Figs. 4 and 2), so that a greater

amount of impurity is trapped in their volume. This impurity

does not have time to diffuse from the precipitate volume

into the matrix the base even at developed decomposition

stages, which eventually causes the formation of secondary

precipitates into the primary ones (Fig. 4).
Decomposition kinetics can be conveniently analyzed by

introducing the integral degree of decomposition

Sdec =
(

2cA0(1− cA0)
)

−1
∫

|cA(r) − cA0|dr, (5)

where cA0 is the average concentration of the component A

for the specimen. Value of Sdec may take on values from 0

(in the homogeneous state) to 1 (in case of decomposition

into pure components).
Moreover, it is convenient to introduce a function of

component distribution by concentrations. The value of

this function at a specified concentration corresponds to

the density of the probability that a randomly chosen

atom is in a region of space with the corresponding

local concentration. In the beginning of evolution, this

function has one maximum that corresponds to the average

component concentration. Upon decomposition completion,

it has two maxima that correspond to the equilibrium

solubility limits.

Figure 5 shows the charts of the function of component

distribution by its concentrations upon reaching the iden-

tical decomposition degree Sdec in three above-mentioned

kinetics scenarios (Figs. 1−3). At that, the component

that forms precipitates is considered, i.e. the component A

in the first two scenarios and the component B in the

latter case. Presence of precipitates of the intermediate

composition in the scenario shown in Fig. 2 is expressed

as follows: the corresponding distribution function (curve 2

in Fig. 5) has a maximum in the region of intermediate

concentrations 0.6 . . . 0.8. As distinct from this, the second

maximum of the function in case of conventional SD occurs

right near the equilibrium solubility limit (see curve 1 in

Fig. 5). Over-saturation of the base in the scenario shown

in Fig. 3 is expressed as follows: at advanced decomposition

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 1
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stages, the maximum of the distribution function (curve 3 in

Fig. 5) with small concentrations (∼ 0.1) is located slightly

to the right from the corresponding maxima for the other

scenarios.

4. Discussion

It follows from the aforesaid that precipitates of inter-

mediate composition during alloy decomposition may form

most likely under low temperatures. Thereat, average

component concentrations must be comparable, i.e. this

means, in the first place, concentrated solid solutions. In

this case, the typical diffusion length for an atom in the

base is comparable to the precipitate size; at the same

time, low temperature ensures a high D0
A/D0

B ratio, so that

decomposition may take place in conditions far from local

equilibrium.

Alloy decomposition at low temperatures occurs with a

low speed, that’s why its experimental observation is usually

possible only in case of an external impact, which by itself

can change the transformation kinetics. Thus, in condi-

tions of low-temperature severe plastic deformation when

diffusion rate increases by several orders, precipitates of

the intermediate composition were experimentally observed

in the Ag−Cu [16], Fe−Cu [17] alloys. However, the

explanation in this cases deals more with effects of direct

mechanical mixing [18] or with non-equilibrium diffusion

transformations [19], the more so because similar disperse

states in these alloys occur when processing a mixture of

pure components.

The papers [20,21] gave results of 3D-atom-probe to-

mography that show the precipitates of BCC-copper of

the intermediate composition in the BCC−Fe matrix at

early decomposition stages with T ∼ 1000K. However, the

results of these experiments are contradictory; it appears

that the effect occurs only in multicomponent alloys.

Based on the table,
”
loose“ precipitates of iron in the

copper matrix, but not vice versa, should be anticipated

in the FCC-lattice. There is no data on coefficients of

impurity diffusion in the volume of metastable precipitates

of BCC-copper, so it is impossible to specify an assumed

composition of precipitates by the end of the wave stage of

decomposition in this case.

Paper [22] gives the results of 3D-atom-probe of to-

mography for the initial stage of spinodal decomposition

in the FeCr alloy containing about 30 at.% of chromium.

In this case the precipitates sized about 15 nm have

a composition in the region of intermediate chromium

concentrations (∼ 50 at.%) and an irregular shape, which

seems to qualitatively agree with Fig. 2.

5. Conclusion

The paper has predicted that precipitates of the intermedi-

ate composition may form (as well as secondary precipitates

inside the primary ones) during spinodal decomposition

in a concentrated solid solution under a sufficiently low

temperature, when impurity diffusion coefficients differ

significantly.
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